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**Author’s response to reviews:**

Thank you editor,

We have checked for all enquires and corrected accordingly

1. Please ensure all figures are uploaded. Figure 1 is currently missing. Please ensure the figure caption/title is placed as text within the manuscript file (usually after the references) under the heading ‘Figure legends’ and not within the figure file itself. Figures should be submitted as separate figure files and should contain the image graphic (and any associated keys) only.

Response: We have only one figure and we uploaded it now
2. As many abbreviations are used throughout the paper, we ask that you include a list of abbreviations (before the declarations section) for reference and ease of reading. All abbreviations should still be defined in the text at first use.

Response: Now we included the list of all abbreviations under subtitle, Abbreviations’, and also checked for their definition in the text at the first use.

3. Thank you for including an 'Authors' Contributions' declaration. Can you clarify that MG refers to Girmay Medhin? In addition, please provide more information on the contributions of AZ, MC and MZ, as they do not currently fulfill ICMJE guidelines for authorship. According to the ICMJE guidelines, to qualify as an author one should have performed all 4 of the following points:

A. Made substantial contributions to conception and design, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data; AND

B. Been involved in drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND

C. Given final approval of the version to be published. Each author should have participated sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for appropriate portions of the content; AND

D. Agreed to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

Response: Sorry it should be GM for Girmay Medhin, Now we correct in the manuscript. AZ and MC were involved in data acquisition, interpretation and revision as well they gave final approval and agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work. MZ was involved in the design,
data interpretation and critical revision as well as she gave final approval and agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work. Now we corrected accordingly.

4. At this stage, please upload a single, clean revised version of the manuscript (including clean versions of all relevant tables/figures) that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours (please ensure that all red text is returned to black).

Response: corrected accordingly